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Abstract— Friendly jamming is an unconventional approach to
secure wireless communications. Specifically, a friendly jammer
transmits jamming signals to an eavesdropper while a legitimate
transmitter is sending data. The jamming signals only interfere
with the eavesdropper, and thus, prevent data from being
disclosed to unintended parties. Mainstream jamming schemes
adopt a continuous jamming strategy (CJS), where the jammer
is required to constantly transmit jamming signals in the entire
duration of the legitimate transmission. In certain scenarios,
however, the CJS may lead to excessive jamming, and cause
a waste of energy and the degradation of jamming efficiency.
To address the drawbacks of the CJS, we propose the concept
of an intermittent jamming strategy (IJS), where a jammer
alternates between jamming and non-jamming modes during the
legitimate transmission. In this paper, we study the feasibility of
the IJS for physical layer security. We first introduce a new metric
to jointly measure security requirements and energy costs. Next,
we formulate and solve an optimization problem with respect
to the jamming duration proportion and the jamming power.
Finally, we verify the feasibility of the IJS through extensive
simulation experiments under different modulation methods.

Index Terms— Cooperative jamming scheme, intermittent
jamming strategy, physical layer security, bit error rate, energy
efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS communication networks are the backbone
of many services such as sensing and monitoring

[1], [2], smart home [3], [4], and emergency response [5], [6].
In these services, sensitive data is prone to eavesdropping by
unintended receivers due to the broadcast nature of wireless
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channels [7], [8]. To prevent an eavesdropper from decoding
the sensitive information, researchers have proposed coopera-
tive jamming based physical layer security solutions [9]–[11].
In a cooperative jamming scheme, one or more users are
employed as friendly jammers to transmit interference signals.

Cooperative jamming schemes typically exploit the channel
characteristic difference between a legitimate receiver and
an eavesdropper. Specifically, jamming signals are formed
based on the difference to degrade eavesdropping channels
while ensuring the quality-of-service (QoS) of legitimate
channels [12], [13]. Mainstream jamming schemes typically
adopt a strategy that requires a jammer to continuously
transmit jamming signals when a legitimate user is sending
data. We call this a continuous jamming strategy (CJS). The
rationale behind a CJS is that the entirety of the legitimate
signal needs to be protected from eavesdropping. However, this
rationale may be fundamentally flawed based on the following
observations. In an analog communication system, received
signals cannot be successfully decoded if a certain percent
of the signals is damaged (e.g., 30% or more in 1G mobile
systems). Additionally, if the bit-error-rate (BER) of a digital
signal rises to a certain level, its bearing messages cannot be
extracted [14]. Lastly, each part of the received signals may
not be of the same importance in the decoding process [15].
Forward error correction (FEC) bits, for example, are more
critical to correct decoding. Thus, continuously jamming the
unnecessary parts of the entire signal leads to a waste of energy
and the degradation of jamming efficiency.

The above observations motivate us to investigate the fea-
sibility of an intermittent jamming strategy (IJS) that is able
to ensure security with less jamming time. To the best of our
knowledge, there is little research on the feasibility of an IJS
for physical layer security in the literature [16]. An IJS is
considered to be feasible under either of the following two
conditions: i) it can achieve an identical level of security
compared with a CJS with less energy consumption; or,
ii) it can obtain a higher level of security than a CJS with
the same energy consumption. Our feasibility study needs to
address two major challenges. Firstly, we need to develop a
new metric to measure the performance of an IJS. Secondly,
we need to find the appropriate jamming duration for each
transmission. Coping with these challenges is essential for
the design of an IJS with the goal of balancing the trade-off
between security requirements and energy efficiency.
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Without the loss of generality, we employ a typical four-
user system model to analyze the feasibility of an IJS. This
model consists of a legitimate transmitter, a legitimate receiver,
an eavesdropper, and a friendly jammer. The jammer can
switch between a jamming mode and a non-jamming mode.
Specifically, the jammer transmits jamming signals in the
jamming mode and stops in the non-jamming mode. In this
paper, for simplicity, we assume that the jammer sleeps during
the non-jamming mode for energy conservation. A longer
sleeping duration can save more energy, while may degrade the
protection of the legitimate signals. Thus, the jamming dura-
tion proportion (JDP) is critical to strike a balance between
security and energy saving.

To obtain the optimal JDP, we first define a new metric to
jointly measure security requirements and energy costs. This
metric is termed as BER-gap-energy-efficiency (BGEE) and is
calculated as the ratio between the achievable BER gap and
the total consumed energy per second. The BER gap is the
difference between the BER of Eve and the BER of Bob. Next,
we formulate an optimization problem with respect to JDP
and the jamming power. This problem is with the objective
of maximizing the BGEE under the BER constraint of the
legitimate receiver and total energy constraint. We solve this
problem by transforming it into two subproblems: i) the JDP
optimization subproblem under a fixed jamming energy; and,
ii) the jamming power optimization subproblem with the given
optimal JDP. By solving the first subproblem, we analyze the
feasibility of the IJS according to the optimal JDP values.
By solving the second subproblem, we further optimize jam-
mer’s transmit power. According to the solutions, we discuss
the applicability of the IJS and the CJS. Finally, we verify
the feasibility of an IJS through an extensive simulation
experiments under different modulation methods. Simulation
results demonstrate that the BER of eavesdropper under the IJS
is higher than that under the CJS when less jamming energy
is available.

The main contributions of our work are summarized as
follows.

• We are the first to show that an IJS is feasible with less
jamming energy. With the same jamming energy, an IJS
can cause a higher BER of the eavesdropper than a CJS,
especially when the available jamming energy is lower
than a specific threshold.

• We employ the average BER as the performance metric
in our proposed strategy. Compared with the security
capacity used in the CJS, this metric can reflect the jam-
ming effect on eavesdropper’s receptions more intuitively,
which is beneficial for adaptively adjusting jamming
strategies.

• We conduct extensive experiments on the BER per-
formance under multiple typical modulation methods,
including BPSK, MSK, GMSK, QPSK, 16 QAM, and
64 QAM. Simulation results verify that our proposed IJS
is preferable to the CJS under low energy constraints.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We give the
review of related works in Section II. Then our system model
and the optimization problem are described in Section III,
followed by problem solutions and discussions in Section IV.

Numerical results and analyses are given in Section V. Last,
we conclude the paper in section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Cooperative jamming schemes have been widely used in
wireless networks to protect legitimate signals [17]–[19].
Researchers usually maximized secrecy capacity (SC) to
enhance the transmission security by optimizing the jam-
ming power and beamforming vectors [20]–[22]. These works
usually assumed that the channel state information (CSI) of
the eavesdropper was perfectly known, because the secrecy
capacity is defined as the difference between the channel
capacity of a legitimate channel and that of an eavesdropping
channel [23]. However, it is difficult to know perfect CSI
of the passive eavesdropper in practice. Thus, researchers
studied the cases where only statistic CSI of eavesdroppers
were known. Under these cases, secrecy outage probability
(SOP) was employed to analyze the transmission security
[24]–[27]. The SOP is referred to as the probability that
the expected secrecy capacity is lower than a predetermined
threshold. Under the constraints of SC or SOP, researchers
also considered the problems of boosting the energy effi-
ciency [28]–[30]. Dehghan et al. explored the energy effi-
ciency of cooperative beamforming methods in a wireless ad
hoc relaying network [28]. Under the premise of ensuring a
minimum SC for the primary user in a cognitive radio network
(CRN), Gabry et al. proposed a resource allocation algorithm
to maximize the energy efficiency of the secondary user that
is selected as a friendly jammer [29]. Under a similar CRN
model as the one in [29], Wen et al. jointly considered the
energy efficiency and the security requirement. They improved
the secrecy energy efficiency (SEE) that was defined as the
ratio between the SC and total energy costs [30].

With double guarantee on the security and the energy effi-
ciency, cooperative jamming schemes were growingly applied
into energy constrained networks [1], [31]. However, existing
jamming strategies assumed that the jammer continuously
transmitted jamming signals simultaneously with the legiti-
mate transmission. This CJS usually accompanies with high
energy consumptions [3], [8]. For better supporting CJS in
energy constrained networks, researchers utilized an energy
harvesting method to broaden the source of energy supply
for low energy jammers [32]–[34]. The authors proposed a
cooperative zero-forcing jamming scheme in wireless sensor
networks [1]. They employed the simultaneous wireless infor-
mation and power transportation (SWIPT) method to provide
energy for jammers. Mobini et al. proposed an energy harvest-
ing based cooperative scheme where the source node charged
the trusted relay node and the jammer node to enhance the
security of communication [33]. Similarly, a wireless powered
cooperative jamming scheme based on a harvest-then-jam pro-
tocol was employed to protect the legitimate communication
in an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
system. The harvest-then-jam protocol was proceeded in two
slots. In the first slot, the source sent dedicated energy signals
to power the jammer. In the second slot, the jammer used the
harvested energy to jam the eavesdropper so as to protect the
communication from the source to the destination [34].
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Fig. 1. Four-user wiretap channel model.

However, it is now difficult to apply the energy harvesting
based schemes in reality. On one hand, the energy harvesting
phase and the jamming phase cannot be proceeded in the
same time because most jammers only support the half-duplex
mode. Reserving time for harvesting energy decreases the
jamming time, which degrades the jamming efficiency of the
CJS. On the other hand, the amount of the energy harvested
from the RF signals is usually at a level less than 10mW [35].
With such a low amount of power, battery-enabled devices are
far from capable of supporting the CJS. Thus, it is necessary
to investigate the feasibility of an IJS that can save energy with
less jamming time while ensuring secure communication.

The intermittent jammers [36] have been employed to
attack/block communications with the advantage of saving
energy. Existing works mainly focused on designing jamming
schemes to strengthen attacks [37] and devising counter-
measures against the intermittent jamming [38]. Motivated
by the energy-saving advantage of the intermittent jammer,
we employ it to protect legitimate users’ communication
instead of attacking users’ communication. Allouche et al.
proposed a temporal jamming scheme where jammers pro-
duced noise for a certain portion of the legitimate transmission
time. By applying a certain distribution function to model the
jamming time length, they obtained the jammers’ activities
from a probability perspective via using a polynomial solu-
tion [39]. Motivated by the temporal jamming in this paper,
we proposed the IJS. Different from the polynomial solutions
given by Allouche, we would derive the best JDP according
to the channel conditions and give the application scenarios
of the CJS and the IJS.

III. MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

We consider a general four-user wiretap channel model as
shown in Fig. 1. A legitimate transmitter (Alice) sends secret
messages to a legitimate receiver (Bob). A passive eaves-
dropper (Eve) intends to interpret the legitimate messages.
A friendly jammer (James) is assigned to transmit jamming
signals to interfere with Eve. By appropriately designing the
transmit time length and the transmit power of the jam-
mer, we need to make Eve decode its received signals in
a large BER or even cannot decode its reception, mean-
while guarantee approximately error-free messages received
by Bob.

To achieve the above secure transmission, traditionally,
the jammer is required to simultaneously and continuously
transmit jamming signals with the transmission of Alice.

Fig. 2. Transmit signals

We call this case as the CJS, shown in Fig. 2, where jamming
signals continue for the whole duration of Alice’s signal
transmission. Different from the CJS, we propose the IJS,
where the jammer just intermittently transmits jamming sig-
nals during Alice’s transmission. The jamming process is
composed of multiple jamming durations and multiple jam-
ming intervals. As shown in Fig. 2, the jamming duration,
denoted by dj , refers to the time length of the jammer’s
transmission. The jamming interval, represented by tj , is the
time length between two jamming transmissions. Since there
is no jamming signals are transmitted in jamming intervals,
we can call them as non-jamming durations. We define a new
parameter called as JDP, denoted by α, as the ratio between
the summation of jammer’s jamming durations to Alice’s
transmission duration (e.g., JDP equals (d1

j + d2
j + d3

j)/T
in Fig. 2).

During the jamming duration, the BER is determined by the
composite effects of the jamming signals combined with the
thermal background noise and it can be expressed as pj

e.
The BER during the non-jamming duration is due to the
thermal background noise, e.g., additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) and it can be denoted as pn

e . Since the IJS includes
jamming and non-jamming durations, the overall BER in the
IJS is the time-averaged value between these two kinds of
BERs, which can be expressed as [15], [39]

pe = αpj
e + (1 − α)pn

e , (1)

where 0 < α < 1 holds for the IJS. The case of α = 1
corresponds to the CJS and, thus, the overall BER in the CJS
equals the BER during the jamming duration.

Note that we mainly discuss the transmission BER instead
of the information BER for twofold reasons. On the one hand,
the transmission BER is defined as the number of detected
bits that are incorrect before error correction divided by the
total number of transferred bits [40]. Since it depends on the
channel conditions and the power of signals, it can directly
reflect the impact of jamming signals, which is exactly what
we tend to study. On the other hand, the information BER
is calculated after error correction and mainly affected by the
strength of error correction. For the legitimate receiver Bob,
the error correction can make the information BER much lower
than the transmission BER and even cancel all errors caused
by jamming signals. But the error correction is disabled at
Eve if its transmission BER is beyond a threshold. Therefore,
we just need to maximize the transmission BER of Eve under
the condition that the transmission BER of Eve is higher than
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a threshold while that of Bob is lower than another threshold.
These two constraints are also consistent with the requirements
of the reliable and secure communication.

B. Problem Formulation

In this paper, we focus on verifying the feasibility of the
IJS. The IJS is said to be feasible if its jamming efficiency
is higher than the CJS. To measure the jamming efficiency,
we propose a new parameter named as BER-gap-energy-
efficiency (BGEE) under the guarantee of the reliable and
the secure communication. This parameter is computed as the
ratio between the BER gap and the totally consumed energy
per second, where the BER gap is the difference between
Eve’s BER (i.e., peE ), and Bob’s BER (i.e., peB ). Specifically,
the expression of BGEE is given by

BGEE =
peE − peB

REb + PJ
, for peB < ηB and peE > ηE ,

(2)

where R is the transmission rate of Alice, Eb is the energy
per bit, and PJ is the energy the jammer consumes to transmit
jamming signals per second. Note that PJ is exactly the actual
jamming power in CJSs, while the actual jamming power in
the IJS is PJ/α. ηB and ηE are the BER thresholds for Bob
and Eve, respectively.

To analyze the feasibility of the IJS, we formulate a follow-
ing BGEE maximization problem. Under a certain amount of
total consumed energy, a higher BGEE means a larger BER
gap between Eve and Bob. Meanwhile, the friendly jamming
is based on the premise that jamming signals cause few or no
errors to Bob, which makes pj

eE
− pj

eB
≈ pj

eE
.1 Thus, we can

employ BER-energy-efficiency (BEE) as a substitute metric
to measure the jamming efficiency. The BEE is defined as the
ratio between the BER of Eve and the total consumed energy.
The BGEE maximization problem can be simplified as the
following BEE maximization problem,

max
PJ ,α

peE

(REb + PJ )
(3a)

s.t. 0 < α ≤ 1, (3b)

PJ ≤ P tol
J , (3c)

peE ≥ ηE , (3d)

peB ≤ ηB , (3e)

where Constraint (3b) is the JDP limitation and (3c) gives the
power limitation for the jammer with P tol

J as the maximum tol-
erant jamming power due to energy constraints. (3d) and (3e)
show the BER requirements at Eve and Bob, respectively.

Since the BER is determined by modulation methods of
Alice, we investigate the case of the basic binary phase shift
keying (BPSK) modulation as an example. Extensions to
higher-order modulation methods are straightforward.

1On one hand, the BER of Bob should be maintained as low as possible
for the reliable communication between Alice and Bob, which is a general
premise for the secure communication in physical layer security. On the other
hand, the jamming signals are used to degrade the eavesdropping channel as
the same time not to influence the legitimate channel, which is another general
premise of the cooperative jamming based physical layer security.

IV. OPTIMIZATION OF INTERMITTENT JAMMING

In this section we first give the BER definition under
the BPSK modulation method. Then we solve the BEE
maximization problem by a two-tier approximation method.
Last, we analyze and discuss the applicability of the IJS and
the CJS.

A. Computation of BER

The received BER under the BPSK modulation depends
on the signal energy per bit and the spectral density of
interference [41]. Thus, the BER received at Bob and Eve
during jamming durations under the BPSK modulation method
is computed as

pj,bpsk
eu

=Q

(√
2|hAu|2Eb

N0+|hJu|2Nj/α

)
, for u ∈ {B, E}, (4)

where hAu and hJu are the channel conditions from Alice and
James to u with u ∈ {B, E} for Bob and Eve,2 respectively.
N0 is the spectral density of the Gaussian white noise, Nj is
the time-averaged spectral density of the jamming signals
and is expressed as Nj = PJ/Bw. Bw is the transmission
bandwidth and Q(·) is the Q-function, which is defined
as Q(x) =

∫∞
x

1√
2π

exp(−x2

2 )dx. During the non-jamming
duration, bit errors are caused by the AWGN. The BER is
calculated as

pn,bpsk
eu

= Q

⎛
⎝
√

2|hAu|2Eb

N0

⎞
⎠ , for u ∈ {B, E}. (5)

Substituting (4) and (5) into (1), the average BER under the
BPSK modulation method is computed as

pbpsk
eu

= αpj,bpsk
eu

+ (1 − α)pn,bpsk
eu

, for u ∈ {B, E}. (6)

Thus, we can obtain the BPSK-based BEE maximization
problem by substituting (6) into the the objective function
of (3a). Due to the BEE is just convex with respect to α
and not convex about PJ , we solve this problem in a two-
tier method, which is shown in the Algorithm 1. In the
outer function, we employ the golden search method to find
the optimal jamming power. Under a certain jamming power,
α only impacts the numerator of the objective function. Hence,
we solve the convex JDP optimization subproblem in the inner
function ComputeBEE(Nj).

B. JDP optimization subproblem

The JDP optimization problem is to maximize the BER of
Eve under a certain jamming power,

max
α

pbpsk
eE

, s.t. 0 < α ≤ 1.

2In works about the physical layer security, the knowledge of the eavesdrop-
ping channel state information is important for designing schemes to guarantee
strong security for the intended legitimate receiver. Therefore, the channel
conditions about the eavesdropper is generally assumed to be perfectly
known [42], [43]. This is possible when a legitimate user whose services
are different from that of the intended legitimate receiver is considered as an
eavesdropper [44], [45]. Certainly, if a user stays passive for eavesdropping for
a long time, the known CSI may be incomplete [46], [47]. We will consider
this complex case in our future works.
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Algorithm 1: BEE Optimization

Input: The parameters ηE , ηB , Eb

N0
,and N tol,th

J ;
Output: The optimal jamming power P ∗

j , the optimal
JDP α∗, the maximum BEE at Eve BEE∗

E ;
1 Initialize ρ =

√
5−1
2 , Nmin

j = 0, Nmax
j = N tol,th

j ;
2 Set N l

j = Nmax
j − ρ(Nmax

j − Nmin
j );

3 Set N r
j = Nmin

j + ρ(Nmax
j − Nmin

J );
4 repeat
5 Compute Left = ComputeBEE (N l

j);
6 Compute Right = ComputeBEE (N r

j );
7 if Left ≤ Right then
8 Nmin

j = N l
j;

9 N l
j = N r

j ;
10 N r

j = Nmin
j + ρ(Nmax

j − Nmin
j );

11 else
12 Nmax

j = N r
j ;

13 N r
j = N l

j;
14 N l

j = Nmax
j − ρ(Nmax

j − Nmin
j );

15 end
16 until |N r

j − N l
j | < δ, δ is the tolerance;

17 return N∗
j = Nmin

j +Nmax
j

2 ;
18 Compute the optimal jamming power P ∗

j = N∗
j Bw;

19 Calculate the optimal JDP α∗;
20 Obtain the maximum BEE at Eve BEE∗

E .

Function ComputeBEE(Nj)

Input: Parameters |hJE |2, |hAE |2, Eb, N0, Nj .
Output: The BEE at Eve BEEE(Nj).

1 Obtain α∗(Nj) by solving the JDP optimization problem
according to Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 ;

2 Compute BEEE(Nj) by substituting α∗(Nj) into (3a) ;
3 return BEEE(Nj).

Since the BER caused by the AWGN, pn,bpsk
eE

, is not
influenced by jamming signals, it is constant for different
values of α. We solve this problem according to two cases:
i) the extreme case where the AWGN-based BER can be
neglected, that is, pn,bpsk

eE
= 0; and, ii) the practical case where

bit errors are caused by both jamming signals and AWGN, that
is, pn,bpsk

eE
> 0.

1) The Case Without AWGN-Based Errors at Eve: This is
the worst case where Eve can decode its received signals
without any errors during non-jamming durations. In this case,
it is necessary to interfere with Eve by using jamming signals
for securing the communication between Alice and Bob. The
overall bit error probability is computed as

pbpsk
eE

≈ αQ

(√
2|hAE|2Eb

|hJE |2Nj
α

)
. (7)

The approximation is due to 2|hAE |2Eb/N0 � 40dB
indicated by the assumption that pn,bpsk

eE
= 0.

Theorem 1: Under a certain value of Nj , there is one and
only one optimal value of JDP that can be denoted as α∗ and

Fig. 3. The first-order derivative of pbpsk
eE

w.r.t. α.

computed as

α∗ =

⎧⎨
⎩

0.709
|hAE |2Eb/(|hJE |2Nj)

|hAE |2Eb

|hJE |2Nj
> 0.709,

1 |hAE |2Eb

|hJE |2Nj
< 0.709,

(8)

Note that the case where α∗ = 1 corresponds to the CJS.
Proof: Detailed proof is given in APPENDIX A, where

we prove the uniqueness and compute the value of the optimal
JDP solution through the deduction of the first-order function
and second-order derivative functions of the pbpsk

eE
with respect

to (w.r.t.) α.
2) The Case With Both AWGN-Based and Jamming-Based

Errors at Eve : This is a practical case where error bits occur
during both the jamming and non-jamming durations. The
BER of Eve is given by (6).

Theorem 2: Under the case with both AWGN-based and
jamming-based errors at Eve, the optimal JDP is calculated as

α∗ =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

|hJE |2Nj

2|hAE |2Eb/v∗2 − N0
, v∗ <

√
2|hAE |2Eb

|hJE |2Nj+N0
,

1, v∗ >
√

2|hAE |2Eb

|hJE |2Nj+N0
,

(9)

where v∗ is the value of v =
√

2|hAE |2Eb

|hJE|2Nj/α+N0
that can make

the first-order derivative function of pbpsk
eE

w.r.t. α equal to 0,
i.e., f(v∗) = 0.

Proof: See details in APPENDIX B.
Proposition 1: The BER of Eve under the IJS is higher than

that under the CJS if the available jamming energy is lower
than a threshold and otherwise the latter is higher than the
former.

Proof: Fig.3(b) illustrates the derivation functions w.r.t. α
under several cases of Eb/N0, including Eb > N0, Eb = N0,
and Eb < N0. Together with the proof in APPENDIX B,
we can see that the BER of Eve is a convex function of α
for all cases. Furthermore, the lower the Eb/N0 is, the larger
the v∗. This indicates that a larger Nj meets the result of
α∗ = 1 more easily according to (9). Thus, there exists a
boundary value N th

j that makes α∗ < 1 when Nj < N th
j and

α∗ = 1 when Nj ≥ N th
j . We can take this boundary value

as the jamming energy threshold Nα,th
j . When the available

jamming energy is minor than Nα,th
j , the IJS can be applied

to achieve higher BER at Eve than the CJS.
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C. Discussion on the Applicability of the IJS and the CJS

Given an amount of jamming energy, the actual jamming
power in CJS and IJS are different due to the differences
of actual jamming durations. As a result, the BERs of Eve
under the IJS and the CJS are also distinct. Based on these
differences, the applicability of the IJS and the CJS are
discussed as follows.

The discussions are based on the relationship between
the four jamming energy thresholds N tol,th

j , Nα,th
j , NE,th

j

and NB,th
j . Note that the BER thresholds of ηE and ηB

are assumed to satisfy conditions of NE,th
j < NB,th

j and
N tol,th

j < NE,th
j . The former condition guarantees the BER

of Bob is lower than that of Eve. The latter one ensures the
jamming energy is enough to interfere with the eavesdropper.

Specifically, these four thresholds for the case without
AWGN-based errors at Eve are computed as

NE,th
J =

ηEEb|hAE |2
0.083|hJE|2 ,

N tol,th
J = P tol

J /Bw,

Nα,th
J =

Eb|hAE |2
0.709|hJE|2 ,

NB,th
J =

Eb|hAE |2
0.709|hJE|2

ηB − Q
(√

γ
)

Q

(√
1

1
γ + 1

0.709
|hAE |2|hJB |2
|hJE |2|hAB |2

) ,

γ =
2|hAB|2Eb

N0
.

Moreover, the four thresholds for the case with both
AWGN-based and jamming-based errors at Eve are computed
as follows,

a =
|hJE |2

2|hAE |2Eb/v∗2 − N0
,

Nα,th
j =

1
a
,

N tol,th
j = P tol

J /Bw,

Nu,th
j =

ηu − pn,bpsk
eu

pj,bpsk
eu − pn,bpsk

eu

, u ∈ {E, B},

pn,bpsk
eu

= Q

⎛
⎝
√

2|hAu|2Eb

N0

⎞
⎠ , u ∈ {E, B},

pj,bpsk
eB

= Q

⎛
⎝√ 1

|hJB |2
|hJE |2 ( |hAE |2

|hAB |2v∗2 − 1
γ ) + 1

γ

⎞
⎠ ,

pj,bpsk
eE

= Q(v∗),

γ =
2|hAB|2Eb

N0
.

We can see that these thresholds are determined by the
channel conditions, the transmit power of Alice (PA = EbR)
and the AWGN power (2BwN0). According to different
communication environments, we give cases in Fig. 4 where
the variable range of Nj is denoted by Nj ∈ [Nmin

j , Nmax
j ].

As shown in Fig. 4(a), Nj is in the domain [Nmin
j , Nmax

j ] with
Nmin

j = NE,th
j and Nmax

j = min{N tol,th
j , Nα,th

j , NB,th
j }.

Fig. 4. The range of Nj for reliable and secure communication.

Under these cases, we can employ the IJS to achieve the
reliable and secure communication. There are also some cases
where NE,th

j > Nα,th
j shown in Fig. 4(b), which belongs to

the CJS.
For the sake of completeness, we list the eight conditions

and the feasible domains of [Nmin
j , Nmax

j ] for the IJS and
the CJS to achieve reliable and secure communication in the
Table I. The top four cases can only utilize the IJS. To be
specific, the conditions in Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3 sat-
isfy the limitation of N tol,th

j < Nα,th
j required by the

Proposition 1. Therefore, the IJS under these three cases can
cause higher BER of Eve than the CJS. Although the condition
of Case 4 does not satisfy the limitation of Proposition 1,
the Nmax

j of its feasible domain is minor than Nα,th
j . Thus,

the IJS can cause more errors at Eve than the CJS under its
feasible domain.

As for Case 5 and Case 6, both the IJS and the CJS can meet
the requirements of reliable and secure communication. Since
each strategy has its own strengths, to select the IJS or the
CJS under these two cases lies in application scenarios. For
example, under the scenario where the energy is sufficient and
sustainable, the CJS should be employed to achieve a high
BER at Eve. Under the scenario of SWIPT like [32]–[34],
the non-jamming durations of IJS can be utilized to harvest
energy so as to supply power during the jamming durations.

The IJS can be applied into all the above six cases due

to the condition of NE,th
j < Nα,th

j . However, this condition
does not hold for Case 7 and Case 8, where NE,th

j is higher
than Nα,th

j . Thus, CJS is necessary to combat Eve under these
two cases.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSES

In this section, we conduct simulation experiments to verify
the feasibility and jamming efficiency of the IJS, then compare
the performance of the IJS and the CJS to verify their
applicability given in IV-C.

A. Performance Analyses Under the Case Without
AWGN-Based Errors at Bob and Eve

We analyze the influence of α and Nj on the jamming power
PJ = NjBw on the jamming efficiency. According to (10),

α∗ < 1 is given by the condition where |hAE |2Eb

|hJE |2Nj
> 0.709.

Thus, we set a parameter z as follows to reflect the value of
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TABLE I

APPLICABILITY DISCUSSION IN TERMS WITH FEASIBLE DOMAIN OF Nj

Fig. 5. The influences of JDP and the jamming energy on the jamming efficiency.

jamming energy,

z =
Nj

|hAE |2Eb/(0.709|hJE|2) . (10)

The jamming energy is proportional to the value of z.
1) Performance of Jamming Efficiency: As shown

in Fig. 5(a), we measure the BGEE in (2) w.r.t. α under
different values of z. Under cases of z < 1, BGEEs first
increase and then decrease with the increasing of α. The
maximum BGEEs are obtained at JDPs that are lower than 1,
which refers to the IJS. Under cases of z ≥ 1, BGEEs
are proportional to α. The maximum BGEEs are achieved
when α = 1, which corresponds to the CJS. These results
testify Proposition 1 and the applicability of the IJS and CJS
given by IV-C. When the jamming energy is lower than the
threshold calculated by z = 1, the IJS can obtain a higher
jamming efficiency than the CJS. When it is greater than this
threshold, the CJS outperforms the IJS. Furthermore, for a
certain α, the larger the value of z, the higher the BGEE.
Thus, a higher jamming energy is more benefit for jamming
the eavesdropper on the basis of guaranteeing the reliable
communication.

2) The Jamming Effect on Eve and Bob: The BER of
Eve and that of Bob are shown in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c),
respectively. Similar to Fig. 5(a), for a certain value of z
less than 1, the BER of Eve first rises and then drops with
the increase of α, as shown in Fig. 5(b). This verifies the

TABLE II

OPTIMAL JAMMING PROPORTION FOR DIFFERENT METRICS

Theorem 1 where the BER of Eve is a convex function
w.r.t. α for each fixed Nj . When z ≥ 1, the BER of Eve
keeps increasing with the upticks of α. Under these cases,
the maximum BERs of Eve are obtained when α = 1, which
indicate the CJS. Besides, for a specific value of α, the BER
of Eve increases with the increasing of z. This is an intuitive
result where more jamming energy is benefit for interfering the
eavesdropper no matter how long the jamming process lasts.

As shown in Fig. 5(c), the BER of Bob is also a convex
function of α. Compared with the BER of Eve shown by
Fig. 5(b), the BER of Bob is much lower than that of Eve
under the same value of z and α. To be specific, the JDPs that
maximize pbpsk

eB
and pbpsk

eE
are denoted as α∗(max pbpsk

eB
) and

α∗(max pbpsk
eE

), respectively. They are listed in the first two
rows of Table II. In the last two rows of Table II, we give
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Fig. 6. The jamming efficiency with respect to α and Eb/N0.

values of pbpsk
eB

and pbpsk
eE

with respect to α∗(max pbpsk
eE

).
We can see that pbpsk

eB
and pbpsk

eE
do not reach their maximum

values at the same time. The pbpsk
eB

under α∗(max pbpsk
eE

)
is at the level of 10−6, which satisfies the requirement of
the reliable communication [41]. The pbpsk

eE
is much higher

than pbpsk
eB

under α∗(max pbpsk
eE

), which guarantees Eve cannot
obtain correct legitimate messages. Thus, we can employ
the value of α∗(max pbpsk

eE
) as the optimal JDP to meet the

demand of the reliable and secure communication.
3) The BEE of Eve Under IJS: Since we simplify the

BGEE maximization problem as a BEE maximization problem
in (3a), we simulate the BEE performance of Eve under the
cases of IJS given by Fig. 5(d). We can see that the BEE is
a convex function with respect to α, which is consistent with
BGEE under the case of IJS. Furthermore, under each certain
z, the value of α that maximizes BEE of Eve equals to the
value that maximizes the BGEE. Thus, it is reasonable to trans-
form the BGEE optimization problem to a BEE optimization
problem.

B. Performance Analyses With Both AWGN-Based and
Jamming-Based Errors at Bob and Eve

In this experiment, we set four different received signal-
to-noise ratios (SNRs) at Eve, which are denoted as r =
|hAE |2Eb/N0 ∈ {35dB, 30dB, 25 dB, 20dB}. Nj is set as
the threshold value given by z = 1 in the above subsection.
Note that we fix |hAE |, thus a lower r means a lower Eb/N0.
As shown in Fig. 6(a), when r is r = 35dB or r = 30dB,
the BGEE is a convex function with respect to α. This is the
case of IJS and suggests that the given jamming energy is
lower than the threshold calculated by (9). When r decreases
into r = 25dB or r = 20dB, the BGEE is an increasing
function with respect to α and α∗ = 1. This indicates
that the given jamming energy goes beyond the thresholds
obtained from (9). Since the jamming energy is fixed in this
experiment, the boundary thresholds for α∗ < 1 decrease
with the decreasing of Eb/N0. This is consistent with the
phenomenon where v∗ rises with the decreasing of Eb/N0,
which is shown by Fig. 3(b).

As shown in Fig. 6(b), the BER of Bob increases with
the decreased SNRs. When the SNR is r = 25dB and
r = 20dB, the BER of Bob goes beyond the BER constraints
(i.e., 10−6 [41])with respect to α∗ that maximize BGEE. This
is because when the SNR decreases to a certain value, the BER

TABLE III

CALCULATIONS OF SER AT Eve AND THE IJS JAMMING ENERGY
THRESHOLDS FOR DIFFERENT MODULATION METHODS

is very high even without jamming signals. In these cases,
the reliable communication can not be guaranteed.

C. Performance Comparison of Different
Modulation Methods

In this subsection, we simulate the jamming effect on
Eve under different modulation methods, including the binary
modulation (BM) methods and multi-ary modulation methods
(MM). For BM methods besides the basic BPSK, we also
consider the Minimum Frequency Shift Keying (MSK) which
is one of the continuous phase frequency shift keying (CPFSK)
methods and the Gaussian Filtering Minimum Frequency
Shift Keying (GMSK) which has been widely used in 2G
mobile communication systems. For MM methods, we con-
sider the typical Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) and
the Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM).

Since more than one bits are modulated into one symbol
in MM methods, the symbol errors should be considered
to measure the jamming effects. Thus, in this subsection,
we employ the symbol error rate (SER) as our performance
metric. Note that the SER of each BM method equals to its
BER because one bit represents one symbol. The expressions
of SERs for different modulation methods under the case
without AWGN errors are shown in Table III.

As we can see from Fig. 7, for each modulation method,
the error rate at Eve increases with z, because a higher z
means a higher jamming power. For a same value of z, such
as z = 0.40, the error rate of different modulation methods
are in the ascending order as pbpsk

seE
< pmsk

seE
< pgmsk

seE
<

pqpsk
seE

< p16qam
seE

< p64qam
seE

. This is due to that the distances of
the transmitted symbols for the latter modulation method are
smaller than that for the former modulation method.

Furthermore, for a certain value of z, the optimal values
of α∗ vary from different modulation methods (w.r.t. α∗ for
each z, the maximum SERs are marked by red stars). This is
because the jamming energy thresholds, denoted as Nα,th

j,m ,
vary with each other. To be specific, the threshold of the
BPSK is calculated as Nα,th

j,bpsk = |hAE |2Eb

0.709|hJE |2 = Nth, thus,
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Fig. 7. The SER of Eve vs. α and Nj under different modulation methods.

z = Nj/Nth according to (10). Similarly, we can compute
the thresholds of other modulation methods, shown in the
Table III. For each modulation method, if its jamming energy
Nj = zNth is lower than the its threshold Nα,th

j,m , the optimal
value of α∗ is less than 1, which indicates the IJS. While
Nj > Nα,th

j,m , α∗ equals 1, which refers to the CJS. This
result verifies the Proposition 1 is applicable for each one
modulation method. That is, the IJS, under any modulation
method, is preferable when the available jamming energy is
lower than a specific threshold.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we first introduced the concept of the IJS,
where a jammer alternates between jamming and non-jamming
modes. Next, we studied the feasibility of the IJS for physical
layer security, which, to the best of our knowledge, has not
been addressed in the literature. We developed a new metric to
jointly measure security requirements and energy cost. Then,
we formulated an optimization problem with respect to JDP
and jamming power. Based on the optimal JDP, we discussed
the feasibility of the IJS. Finally, we examined the feasibility
of the IJS through extensive simulation experiments under
different modulation methods. The simulation results demon-
strated that the BER of the eavesdropper under the IJS is
higher than that of the CJS when less jamming energy is used.
As a part of our future work, we will design and implement
IJS based jamming schemes for different types of networks.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Proof: We start with analyses on how the BER of
Eve changes w.r.t. α. The first-order and the second-order

derivative of pbpsk
eE

given in (7) w.r.t. α is computed as follows,

dpbpsk
eE

dα
= Q(v) − v

2
√

2π
exp (−v2

2
), (11)

d2pbpsk
eE

dα2
=

A

4
√

2π
exp(−v2

2
)(v2 − 3),

=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

< 0, v ∈ (0,
√

3),
= 0, v =

√
3,

> 0, v ∈ (
√

3, +∞),
(12)

where A = 2|hAE|2Eb

|hJE |2Nj
and v =

√
Aα. Thus, we have

f(v) =
dP bpsk

e,E

dα
=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

> 0, v < v∗,
= 0, v = v∗ = 1.1906,
< 0, v > v∗.

(13)

which is shown in Fig. 3(a). Furthermore, the results of f(v)
w.r.t. the boundary values of α can be calculated as

f(v)|α→0 = Q(0) = 0.5 > 0, (14)

f(v)|α=1 = Q(v) − v

2
√

2π
exp (−v2

2
)|v=

√
A (15)

=

{
≥ 0,

√
A ≤ 1.1906,

< 0,
√

A > 1.1906.
(16)

Since 0 < α ≤ 1, we have v ∈ (0,
√

A]. For the case
of

√
A ≤ 1.1906, we can see that v ∈ (0,

√
A] ⊂ (0,

√
3].

Under this case, the first order derivative is always positive
though continually decreases due to the negative second order
derivative. Thus, pbpsk

eE
is still gradually increasing with the

increases of α and the maximum value is obtained when
α = 1. For the case of

√
A > 1.1906, f(v) is changing from
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positive to negative with only one zero point f(v∗) = 0 w.r.t.
the domain of α ∈ (0, 1] either when

√
A <

√
3 or when√

A >
√

3. Thus, there is only one optimal value which is
calculated as α∗ by substituting v∗ into the expression of v.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we calculate the
first-order derivative of pbpsk

eE
w.r.t. α as follows,

dpbpsk
eE

dα
= Q(v) − v

2
√

2π
exp (−v2

2
)

+
N0

2|hAE |2Eb

v3

2
√

2π
exp (−v2

2
)

−Q

⎛
⎝
√

2|hAE |2Eb

N0

⎞
⎠ ,

= f(v), (17)

where v =
√

2B
C/α+1 , B = |hAE |2Eb

N0
, and C = Nj |hJE|2

N0
. The

derivation functions with different values of Eb/N0 and the
value of v∗ for f(v∗) = 0 are illustrated in Fig. 3(b).

Then we can compute the second-order derivative
function as

d2pbpsk
eE

dα2
=

df(v)
dv

dv

dα
, (18)

where dv
dα > 0 and df(v)

dv is detailed as follows,

df(v)
dv

=
1

2
√

2π
exp

(
−v2

2

)(
−3 + v2 +

3
2B

v2 − 1
2B

v4

)
,

=
exp

(
− v2

2

)
4B

√
2π

[(
B − 3

2

)2

−
(

v2 − 3 + 2B

2

)2
]

,

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

< 0,

{
for v2 ∈ (0, 2B), if B < 3

2 ,

for v2 ∈ (0, 3), if B > 3
2 ,

> 0, for v2 ∈ (3, 2B), if B > 3
2 .

(19)

Since α ∈ (0, 1], we have v ∈ (0,
√

2B
C+1 ] ⊂ (0,

√
2B). For the

case of B < 3
2 , the second-order derivative is always negative

on the definition domain, thus, the first-order derivative is a
decreasing function of α and is calculated as

f(v) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

> 0,

{
v ∈ (0,

√
2B), if v∗ >

√
2B,

v ∈ (0, v∗), if v∗ <
√

2B,

< 0, v ∈ (v∗,
√

2B), if v∗ <
√

2B.

(20)

When v∗ >
√

2B, the f(v) is always positive, thus pbpsk
eE

is an increase function on the definition domain and its the
maximum value is obtained when α = 1. When v∗ <

√
2B,

f(v) decreases from a positive value to a negative value, thus,
the pbpsk

eE
first increases and then decreases. The maximum

value of pbpsk
eE

is just obtained when f(v) = 0 and the optimal
value of α is computed by via v∗.

For the case of B > 3
2 , the second order derivative is first

lower then higher than zero, thus, the first order derivative first

decreases then increases, where the zero point must be located
at the decreasing domain, that is, v∗ <

√
3. This is consistent

with the results shown in Fig. 3(b) for the three cases of
Eb/N0 = {0dB, 10dB, 20dB}. Specifically, f(v) decreases
from a positive value to the lowest negative value at the point
of v =

√
3 then continues to increase with the increasing of

v. The right boundary value is negative as follows,

f(v)|α=1 = f(

√
2B

C + 1
) < f(

√
2B) = 0. (21)

Correspondingly, the pbpsk
eE

first increases to the highest point
corresponding to α∗ that is obtained via v∗ and then decreases.
Therefore, under this case, we have 0 < v∗ <

√
3 <

√
2B

and the optimal value of α is α∗.
In summary, for a certain B, if v∗ <

√
2B, the optimal value

of α is α∗ corresponding to v∗ and otherwise, the optimal
value of α is 1. Furthermore, this threshold is tightened as

v∗ <
√

2B
C+1 to satisfy the requirement of α∗ ≤ 1, as shown

in Theorem 2.
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